LIVE

UBSMASH CHALLENGE
Acting is make-believe

ORGANISERS
1) P. Bhanu prakash
Email: bhanuofficial7@gmail.com
Mobile number: 8132916789
2) Monika kumari
Email: monika28ee@gmail.com
Mobile number: 8132915072

Prologue:
Is acting your passion but still wondering where to show and how
to go about? Then come and be a part of EKARIKTHIN”17 and participate in the
newest event “LIVE DUBSMASH CHALLENGE” because we are all a character in
someone else story.

EVENT FORMAT:
The event will be organized on 31st march,2017.In this event participants
have to lip synchronize over audio clips including sections of songs, movies
and famous quotes. It will be open category competition where the
competitors will have to perform live showcasing their acting skills in front
of a panel of judges. Anyone can participate. Judgement of the
performances will cover aspects such as lip synchronization, facial
expressions, body movements and intensity. Also judges may disqualify a
routine if it violates any rule of the competition. There will be three rounds.
Round two will be an elimination round. Participants will be eliminated
based on their round one and round two performances.Winner will be
awarded with handsome cash price. So if you think you have gut, what it
takes to be the ultimate dub king or dub queen then join us.

Time of the Event: Mon, Mar 20, 2017 at 10:30 PM

RULES & REGULATIONS:
1) video clips for dubsmash will be provided by the organizers before the
starting of each rounds.
2) Time duration of video clips will be around “two minutes ”.
3) The participants will be judged on the basis of lip synchronization, facial
expressions, body movements and intensity.
4) The decision of judges will be final and binding.
5) Consumption of alcohol or smoking during event is strictly restricted and
the team will be eliminated without any warning
6) Every team should consist of two members (BB/GG/BG).

